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your partner in teaching, research, and technology

WHAT WE CAN DO FOR YOU!!

CITATION ANALYSIS
- Find out who is citing your research.
- Learn how many libraries (nationally and internationally) own copies of your books or book chapters.

JOURNAL RANKINGS
- Wondering where to publish? We’ll help you target your articles to the journals with the most impact and reach.
- Request a bibliography of journals in your subject area detailing the Impact Factor, the length of the review period, how frequently they are published, how many libraries receive the journal, and a list of indexing databases.

BOOK & GRANT PROPOSAL HELP
- Are you preparing to submit a book or a grant proposal? We can help! Our literature searches will identify competitive books based on subject area, currency, and other factors.

ResearcherID - www.researcherID.com
- A global, multi-disciplinary scholarly research community.
- Set up a profile to track all your citation metrics, eliminate author misidentification, and find collaborators from around the world.

Nelson Poynter Memorial Library
USF St. Petersburg
www.nelson.usf.edu
140 Seventh Avenue South
St Petersburg, FL 33701-5016
Info:727.873.4405
Fax:727.873.4196

Contact your library liaison, or Reference Services at 727-873-4124
RESEARCHER PROFILES
ResearcherID - www.researcherID.com
- A global, multi-disciplinary scholarly research community.
- Set up a profile to track all your citation metrics, eliminate author misidentification, and find collaborators from around the world.

TRACKING CITED REFERENCES
Arts and Humanities Search
- Thorough coverage of humanities journals and allows users to track cited references for articles and books.

Google Scholar
- Google Scholar's Cited By feature allows you to broadly track who is citing you. Cited references include articles, books, and thesis in English and other languages.

Web of Science
- The ISI Web of Science tracks the number of Times Cited for published articles cited by other articles and now includes the Times Cited counts for citations from conference proceedings.

Google Book Search
- Track citations in books and chapters. Google Book Search includes full text books from the public domain and sample pages from copyrighted materials.

WorldCat Identities Beta – www.worldcat.org/identities
- Author profiles include publication timeline and book listings. Book info details the number of published editions in English and other languages and the number of libraries that own the

RANKING SCHOLARLY JOURNALS
Journal Citation Reports
- Available through the ISI Web of Knowledge database
- Calculates the Journal Impact Factor based on total citations, citations per article, and citations per works published. Other journal information includes the number of published articles per year and the number of journal citations per year.

Eigenfactor - www.eigenfactor.org
- Journal profiles include the subject description, Eigenfactor Score, Article Influence Score, the number of articles published in the journal in that year, and a chart of the journal's change in influence and score. The Eigenfactor score claims to offer a rough estimate of how often a journal will be used by scholars.

Journal Quality List - www.harzing.com/jql.htm
- Charts a variety of rankings for academic journals in the following broad areas: Economics, Finance, Accounting, Management, and Marketing.

- Journal profiles include general description, the number of articles published, the average number of citations for the preceding 2, 3, & 4 years, and the H-Index. An alternative to the traditional journal impact factor, the H-Index is based on the journals most cited papers and the number of citations in other publications.

SCHOLARLY JOURNAL PROFILES
APA Journal Statistics and Operations Data
- Information about manuscript rejection rates, circulation data, publication lag time, and other journal statistics.

Cabell's Directories
- eBook available through the USF Libraries Catalog
- Directory of business, education, and psychology journals.

MLA Directory of Periodicals
- The detailed entries include editorial contact information, publication frequency, circulation, subscription prices and submission guidelines from over 7,100 journals.

Ulrich's Periodical Directory
- Offers users access to serials information beyond the title level, with links to tables of contents, article abstracts, and full-text.

USFSP Digital Archive
- NEW! An open access digital archive for the USFSP community.

Contents include: peer-reviewed articles, conference presentations, instructional resources, student projects, a growing campus photo archive, faculty resources, & historical university materials. For info or help getting your work into the archive, contact: digcol@nelson.usf.edu